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The “Generations” of
Our Periodicals
FIRST GENERATION
Born in the 1970’s.
The German-language NS KAMPFRUF started in 1973 in bulletin format. It expanded to tabloid format in autumn of the same year.
The English-language NS REPORT started in 1975 in bulletin format. In 1977 it
expanded to tabloid format. And was renamed THE NEW ORDER.
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Both publications appeared regularly - sometimes bi-monthly, sometimes quarterly – for over three decades.
However, they were downsized to bulletin format around the turn of the century.
Furthermore, The Great Recession forced them into “hibernation” from 2010 to
2015. In the spring of 2015 they came out of hibernation. And have appeared
monthly since then.

SECOND GENERATION
Born in the 1990’s.
Eight more tabloid newspapers. Appearing about three times a year.
Swedish became the third language edition in 1990. Hungarian the fourth in 1991.
French, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, and Dutch were born simultaneously in January 1992. Danish became the tenth in December 1992. In 1993 the NSDAP/AO
partially funded a Russian tabloid published inside Russia.

THIRD GENERATION
Born in the first decade of this century.
Mostly simply downsized versions of the existing ten tabloids. Plus a few more
languages. Bulletin format. Only the German and English bulletins were still
published on a regular basis. The others were intermittent.

FOURTH GENERATION
Born in the second decade of this century.
The German, English, and Spanish language editions came out of hibernation in
2015. And have appeared on a regular monthly basis since then. A dozen other
language editions have appeared intermittently.
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The first FIVE “Lifeboat” web-sites went online over a period of NINETEEN
DAYS between May 24 and June 11, 2022. These sites have functional domains with at least four registrars in at least four different countries: USA,
Iceland, Japan, and UAE. [Note: In practice, there is usually one or more
additional domains registered, but not yet active, in one or more additional
countries.]
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FIFTH GENERATION
Born in May 2022.
The newest member of our “family of periodicals” is the multilingual WEEKLY
bulletin published online in 23 languages.
The monthly “older sibling” periodicals continue to appear monthly. And the
number of language editions is increasing, too.
Our publication expansion and our Internet expansion started simultaneously in
May 2022 as part of the Summer Offensive.
Our Research and Development Team worked literally 16 hours every day for
over month to create the systems capable of this huge expansion.

YOU CAN HELP!
As little as 15 minutes a day
adds up to 90 hours a year.
Contact us for more information.

nsdapao.org@pm.me
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Strength Through Laughter:
Introduction
Baron
Everybody has heard the wild rumors about “secret bases.”
In South America.
On the South Pole.
On the dark side of the moon.
And, of course, in Nebraska!

What is fact? What is fiction?
I can help! But you know the old saying:

I could tell you.
But then I would have to kill you.
This poses a dilemma for me. After all, our firm has a strict policy to STAY LEGAL. And homicide is not legal in the state of Nebraska. (Besides, you folks are
not cattle rustlers!)
So I cannot reveal too much. But I can reveal a little.
First, let me prove my honesty by admitting that a few of the rumors are indeed
true. (Besides, it would be downright silly and counterproductive to deny the obvious.)

We are overstaffed and overpaid.
(And allegedly oversexed.)
The private jets, skyscraper offices, and beautiful secretaries are indeed nice.
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However, some of us also occasionally work for long hours.
And there is another thing.

Some of our co-workers are weird.
Especially the Senior Executives! (And the guys in the Research and Development Department.)
Naturally, this sometimes causes friction.
Nonetheless
OUR MORALE IS VERY GOOD!
We laugh at ourselves. And at our colleagues.

“In-jokes” are an
important part of
our “corporate culture.”
Our Human Resources Department has organized two teams. These teams compete. The goal is to see which team can tease the other team the most.

STRENGTH THROUGH LAUGHTER
is our version of
STRENGTH THROUGH JOY!
The contestants now have a SECOND goal:

ENTERTAIN YOU!
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